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Abstract
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are state of the art for image synthesis. Here,
we present dapi2ck, a novel GAN-based approach to synthesize cytokeratin (CK) staining
from immunofluorescent (IF) DAPI staining of nuclei in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)
images. We use the synthetic CK to segment epithelial regions, which, compared to expert
annotations, yield equally good results as segmentation on stained CK. Considering the
limited number of markers in a multiplexed IF (mIF) panel, our approach allows to replace
CK by another marker addressing the complexity of the tumor micro-environment (TME)
to facilitate patient selection for immunotherapies. In contrast to stained CK, dapi2ck
does not suffer from issues like unspecific CK staining or loss of tumoral CK expression.
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1. Introduction
Understanding the TME is key to understand the mechanisms behind immunotherapy of
cancer. The complexity of the TME can be assessed via mIF as it enables the spatially
resolved evaluation of multiple biomarkers on the same tissue section. However, the number
of markers within a panel is limited. Deep learning can assist here by leveraging information
from one marker to predict expression of other markers, hence allowing to replace such
markers by complementary ones. Based on GANs, which are state of the art for such data
synthesis tasks, Isola et al. (2016) proposed a powerful framework for supervised image-toimage translation called pix2pix. In the field of digital pathology, a similar approach was
used by Burlingame et al. (2018) to predict tumor markers including CK from hematoxylin
and eosin stained images. Here, we trained a pix2pix to predict CK expression by leveraging
the morphological information of DAPI stained nuclei in NSCLC tissue sections.
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Figure 1: Two-step approach to segment epithelium from DAPI: 1. The generator of the dapi2ck
network is used to generate a synthetic CK staining from DAPI. 2. The synthetic CK channel serves
as input for a model segmenting epithelial regions.

2. Methods
Fig. 1 shows our approach to generate synthetic CK via dapi2ck and subsequently segment epithelial regions. The dapi2ck generator is trained to synthesize the CK channel
from the DAPI channel by training adversarially against a PatchGAN discriminator, while
constraining the output image with the ground truth via an L1 loss (Isola et al., 2016). For
training, patches sampled from 400 mIF whole slide images (WSIs) were used. To segment
epithelium based on the CK channel (synthetic or real), we trained a convolutional neural
network for semantic segmentation using expert annotations. The model was trained on a
set of 24 k patches of the real CK channel and corresponding masks derived from epithelium
annotations in 28 NSCLC images. For both models, patches of 256 × 256 px at 0.5 µm/px
resolution were used for training and sliding window prediction.

3. Results
As shown in Fig. 2 (left panel), the dapi2ck output closely resembles stained CK for
different tumor architectures. To evaluate the segmentations, we compared them to expert
annotations within 21 fields of view (FOVs) across 5 NSCLC cases. As shown in Table 1,
segmentation on synthetic CK is slightly more accurate than on real CK staining. This
is mostly due to the more homogenous staining pattern from dapi2ck compared to real
staining, which requires less robust segmentation models.
Table 1: Evaluation of segmentation results.

Test
stained CK vs. annotations in FOVs
dapi2ck vs. annotations in FOVs
dapi2ck vs. stained CK on full slides

F1-score
0.82
0.86
0.75

Precision
0.87
0.79
0.65

Sensitivity
0.77
0.95
0.88

We also compared the segmentations across 10 WSIs of NSCLC resections. With an
F1-score of 0.75, segmentation on synthetic CK and stained CK largely match. However,
for specific regions we see clear differences between both signals. Fig. 2 (right panel) shows
three main drivers of such deviations: 1) dapi2ck does not suffer from staining artifacts
such as unspecific staining. 2) dapi2ck generates staining also in epithelial regions showing
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Figure 2: Left panel: Comparison of synthetic and stained CK expression and corresponding segmentation results for different tumor architectures (A, B, C). Right panel: Special scenarios in which
dapi2ck results differ strongly from stained CK.

no or weak CK staining (due to loss of expression or staining artifacts). 3) Necrotic areas
often show CK signal, which is less pronounced in synthetic CK.

4. Discussion
We propose dapi2ck as a novel approach to derive synthetic CK staining from the DAPI
channel of mIF stained pathology slides. dapi2ck results closely resemble real staining
while artifacts from the staining process are avoided. Despite the advantages, dapi2ck
depends on the quality of the DAPI staining. Hence, artifacts in the DAPI channel may
lead to undesired effects in CK prediction. In our assay however, we found the DAPI channel
to be more robust than the CK channel. Staining slides with DAPI and a CK marker, the
paired data to train dapi2ck is easy to generate. The approach can serve as a blueprint
to leverage morphological information from one IF channel to derive expression of other
markers. Our approach hence can be utilized to significantly increase the value of given
mIF panels for biomarker discovery promoting patient selection for immunotherapies.
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